ABSTRACT
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This research will discribed the role of Village Government for resolve drug abuse of adolescents in Haurgeulis Village. The purpose of this research is to obtain a description of the factors reason the adolescent dive into drugs, the types of drugs that are often abused, obstacles for resolve the problems and every efforts to reduce drug abuse in adolescents conducted by the Haurgeulis Village Government.

The village government is an institution who have function to serve and foster people in a village. Village Government have a significant role for the all people in a village that is must always responsive to the behaviors and actions that occurred in people society, especially on deviant behavior such as drug abuse.

This research uses qualitative approach with descriptive study method. Data collection by observation, interview, documentation and questionnaire. With the results of research shows that is drugs (narcotics, psychotropic substances and other addictive substances) can give a danger risk for human life, if consumed in wrong way can even cause death. Looking at the current reality, drug abuse is mostly happen in adolescent scope who have unstable psychologically and have a high level of curiosity, so easily influenced by environmental factors. The types of drugs that are often used by adolescent, namely: dextro pills, tramadol pills, and Komix (cough medicine). for resolve drug abuse in adolescents, the Village Government experience obstacles because adolescent have low participation about the program or efforts by the Village Government. The program is FIKR (Information and Communication Adolescent Forum) Pringayu.
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